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ABSTRACT 

The deployment of Wireless Sensors Network for Structure Health Monitoring will allow better 
maintenance of the aircraft and predictive diagnosis of the aircrafts in a long term approach. This paper 
presents our research on the design of wireless communicating nano-objects for Structure Health 
Monitoring in the aircrafts and the improvements bring by the nanotechnologies. The main challenges we 
address here are the design of ultra low power communicating circuits to enable high lifetime for the 
communicating nodes and their integration on flexible substrate to allow their deployment in difficult 
accessible places on the aircraft using conventional technologies. Other main issues are the choice of the 
communicating frequency which will allow a high number of communicating nodes in such a small area 
like the cabin of an aircraft and the choice of the network architecture.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The major driver for the aircraft industry development [1] nowadays is the eco-efficiency. That means the 
need of the development of future greener aircrafts with lowest carbon emission which pass by less 
weight in the aircraft while keeping the passenger comfort. The new generation of aircraft has to be also 
high performance while staying cost efficiency. That will be a global system challenge to develop the new 
generation aircrafts which can be solved only by a global system solution: rethink all the system 
architecture of the aircraft. 

In this context, structure health monitoring (SHM) becomes a very important issue. The deploying of a 
whole sensor network on the structure of the aircraft is necessary. Nowadays, it is estimated that there 
are around 20000 aircrafts in activity and this number has to double by the end of 2025 and more than 
1000 sensors are necessary for each one. The facility of sensor deployment becomes also a main issue. 

The introduction of sensor network for structure health monitoring will improve the maintenance system 
and will lead to safer aircrafts, which is another major topic together with eco-efficiency and also to lower 
airplane ticket cost for passengers. It is estimated that a decrease of 3% to 12% in the prices of airline 
tickets can be expected. Today the deployment of the sensors is limited by wired connections which lead 
to excess weight and carburant consumption (the major driver is eco-efficiency, greener aircrafts). The 



 
 
 
wired sensor put also a huge problem of installation. The wireless solution, wireless sensor network, is 
imposed by these major constraints. 

In the next paragraphs, we will first present the needs of structure health monitoring system, then the 
proposed network architecture, and we will focus on the ultra low power nano-technology circuits for 
60GHz communications and the flexible substrate integration. 

 

2. STRUCTURE HEALTH MONITORING 

 

The aeronautics is a very exigent industrial field with very high requirements in term of reliability. 
Compared with the ground transportation, the aircrafts accidents are one thousand times lower. It is 
estimated that two thirds of aircrafts failure could be eliminated or minimized by a high performance 
maintenance process and in the future a real time control of the flying aircraft. That shows the importance 
of the developing a structure health monitoring system. Structure health monitoring will reduce 
maintenance effort, increase aircrafts availability and can also reduce weight in the future. In the Airbus 
vision [1], it will be five generations, five main steps in the development of structure health monitoring 
systems.  The “Generation 0” structure health monitoring systems, available since 2003 are dealing with 
structure testing application with benefits for structure analysis and testing. The “Generation 1“ structure 
health monitoring system recently available it consist on a off-board equipment with benefit for 
maintenance. The “Generation 2” structure health monitoring system will be on-board equipment and the 
benefit will be the maintenance, the diagnosis and weight saving component level. This system is 
expected by 2015 – 2018. The “Generation 3” structure health monitoring system  will be a fully integrated 
system with benefit for the weight saving aircraft level, the maintenance and the availability and it will 
include predictive diagnosis. This system is expected by 2018 -2025. The “Generation 4” structure health 
monitoring system will be implemented on the aircrafts designed using smart materials, self-healing 
composite materials [2] [3]. The SHM system will diagnose the problem and the smart materials of the 
structure of the plane will be able to heal itself [2] [3]. This system will be expected in the very far future. 
 
In this paper we focus on the development of the 2nd and later the 3rd generation of structure health 
monitoring system. The main problem which has to be solved by the structure health monitoring system is 
the hard landing (Figure 1). The goals are to reduce the number of false reports, aiding the maintenance 
process and so reduce the aircraft schedule interrupts.  

 

 

Fig. 1 Hard landing problem 

The current maintenance process is initiated by the pilot by “feel” of the hard landing and then the 
maintenance team will verify the aircraft by visual inspection and recently using off-board equipment 
(Figure 2). The number of false report of hard landing is around 85% today [4] which lead to an important 
immobilization of the aircrafts. After deploying SHM system the maintenance process will change. The 



 
 
 
pilot by “feel” of the hard landing will still initiate the inspection. Flight parameters and structure health 
monitoring sensor information will be used to predict load information in critical structure areas and 
recommend maintenance action. Theses informations will also aid maintenance actions. Using this SHM 
system will decrease the false report down to 5% and lead to an important increase in the availability of 
the aircraft. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Aircraft inspection after hard landing and maintenance process 

In perspective, the SHM system will also allow to keep a component history report and lead to predictive 
diagnosis. 

2.1 STRUCTURE HEALTH MONITORING SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

It is clear now that we need to develop sensor networks for the SHM system. Wired sensor network can’t 
be used because of two main problems: difficulty of deployment and the increase of the weight of the 
aircraft. So, the wireless solution imposed itself. It has to be a modular communicating object which 
accepts different kind of sensors. The communication architecture has to support a very high number of 
communicating nodes. In such a small area like the aircraft cabin this will lead to carefully choice of the 
frequency to decrease the interferences.  Moreover, no interference between this wireless sensor network 
and the passenger equipment are required. The data rate demand for this application is low or medium. 
Some measurements of the sensors has to be done in the same moment for all the sensors, so a 
synchronization measurement protocol is also needed. One important requirement is low power 
consumption as the wireless communicating objects has to work for years. The easy replacement of the 
autonomous power source, i.e. the battery, for this communicating nodes or the easy replacement of the 
all communicating node is also a strong requirement. The last major requirement is a complete 



 
 
 
independent instrumentation with respect to the aircraft flying instrumentation. Nevertheless, this wireless 
sensor network has to be able to connect to aircraft network   

All this requirements can be satisfied by COTS which are usually designed for medium number of nodes, 
without measurement synchronization protocol and communicating in the same bands as the passenger 
equipment which will lead at high interferences and can lead at huge security problem. Moreover, the 
COTS solutions are not so small and can’t be placed on curve surfaces and not so low power either. For 
all these raisons, we propose here a new architecture and technology for wireless communicating 
objects. 

 

3. ROBUST COMMUNICATION ARCHITECTURE 

We propose to use the 60GHz band to short distance instrumentation and a flexible substrate integration 
which allow us to instrument event the difficult access areas on the aircraft. We have chosen the 60GHz 
band for many reasons. First of all, the transmission range at that frequency is short and the directivity of 
the wave is higher which will lead to lower interferences between the communicating nodes, a major 
requirement for our system: high number of communicating nodes in a small area. Second, the 60GHz is 
a free band. And the last, but not the least, the evolution of the CMOS technology in the nanotechnology 
area allow us today to design circuits in CMOS for 60GHz communication enabling low cost 
communicating nodes and a large scale production.  
Figure 3 represents the communicating object as we proposed.  
 
 

                                                     
 

Figure 3. Wireless Communicating Node on Flexible Substrate 
 
 
On the flexible substrate we will integrate the sensor element, the sensor signal processing, the 
communication circuit (digital baseband, RF front-end) and the antenna. The communicating node has to 
be seen as a modular platform which can include different kind of sensors.  
The sensor can be done directly on the flexible substrate or on silicon and then reported on the flexible 
substrate. Different kind of sensors can be integrated on this substrate, as constraint gauge [5], crack 
wire or chemical / humidity detection sensor [6].  
To assure very low power transceivers and low interferences we use Ultra Wide Band Impulse Radio 
(UWB-IR) communications which will be describe in the next section. The low power millimeter wave front 
end circuits design enabled by the use of CMOS nano-technology will be presented in section 5. The 
flexible substrate chooses here for the integration is a polyimide called Kapton. The detailed technological 
process set up and the technological breakthroughs are presented in [7]. 
 
From communication architecture point of view the next question to solve is how we can interrogate and 
retry data from the wireless communicating nodes. We propose a 3D heterogeneous integrated router 
scanner which will be placed in an area with more available energy (maybe wired powered). This router 



 
 
 
will use the scanner principle to interrogate the communicating sensor nodes and realize the 
measurements as represented in Figure 4. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 4. Architecture of router-scanner at 60GHz  

The router will contain the same digital base band circuits and RF front end circuits developed in 65nm 
CMOS technology use a special concern for low power as the communicating node. On Figure 4, one can 
see that the router will scan the different communicating nodes. To realize the scanning function we will 
use our own MEMS RF phase shifters [8] (see Figure 5), coupled with array antenna on silicon. The smart 
antenna (phase shifter and antenna elements) will be integrated in 3D packaging on the top of the CMOS 
transceiver. 

               

Figure 5. MEMS RF phase shifters designed and fabricated in the clean room at LAAS-CNRS 



 
 
 
This new instrumentation architecture is original and takes profit from the properties of 60GHz 
communication channel to realize point to point measurements on short distances, with low sensitivity aux 
interferences. 

 

4. ULTRA WIDE BAND IMPULSE RADIO TRANSMISSION  

The aeronautic application impose severe constrains for the reliability, the electromagnetic compatibility, 
the immunity of the interferences and the power consumption. All theses constraints lead us to choose to 
develop short distance wireless communications using ultra wide band impulse radio technique (UWB-IR) 
followed by a RF front-end at 60GHz. Figure 6 presents the principle of UWB-IR communications versus 
narrowband communications.  

 

Figure 6. Ultra wide band impulse radio communications versus narrowband communications 

We demonstrate the very robust functioning of the UWB-IR in the context of our application by 
implementing a prototype of the full transceiver (emitter and receiver) completely reconfigurable on the 
FPGA with very good results [9]. A data rate of 125 Mbps was achieved [9], overcoming the state of the 
art. 

The UWB-IR emitter developed is completely digital and able to generate the UWB-IR pulse, pulse 
modulation, spread spectrum and regulate the emitted power. The one bit digital emitter was 
implemented in ASIC using CMOS 65nm technology from ST Microelectronics. The fabricated UWB-IR 
emitter is presented in Figure 6 and the measurements show a maximum achievable data rate of 
375Mbps for a band pass of 2.25GHz and a consumption of only 1.4pJ/bit. We notice here the 
achievement of this design: very low power consumption allowed by the nano-metric technology used and 
by a clever, simple design. 

 

5. 60GHz LOW POWER, LOW COST DIRECT CONVERSION ARCHITECTURE   

As presented in section 3, the 60GHz communications presents many major advantages for our wireless 
sensor network for SHM application. The complete System on Chip (SoC) architecture of the full 
transceiver, including UWB-IR base band and millimeter wave front end is presented in Figure 7. 



 
 
 

 

Figure 7.  System on chip architecture of the full transceiver to be implemented in nano-metric CMOS 

Different architectures for the millimeter wave front-end were studied [10], and for our application the best 
choice is the direct conversion architecture presented in Figure 8. The direct conversion architecture will 
lead to a small size transceiver, a very low power one and a low cost transceiver if implemented in 
CMOS. These three criteria are major criteria in Wireless Sensor Network for SHM (see section 2.1) 
Moreover, is an interesting challenge to design 60GHz completely CMOS circuits. 

 

Figure 8. Direct conversion architecture of the 60Ghz front-end  

Thanks to the nanotechnologies, the reduction of the gate size of the CMOS transistor in deep nano-
metric circuits was possible. This leads to the increase of cutoff frequency in the silicon device, achieving 
the CMOS employment in this slice of market. After the 130nm generation, the CMOS device has 
prevailed the III-V group materials in particular for commercial applications. The Monolithic Microwave 
Integrated Circuits (MMICs) have been left to military and spatial applications. The Radio Frequency 
Integrated Circuits (RFICs) had become the new low cost commercial way. 
 
We designed the main blocs of our transceiver in CMOS 65 nm from St Microelectronics. The major 
optimization criterion was the low power consumption of each bloc. The complete millimeter wave 
transceiver has to consume less than 100 mW. 
 



 
 
 
The first step was the design of the inductances (see Figure. 9) with very good performances. [11],[12] 
 

s=2µm
w=3µm

100 µm

 
 

Figure 9. 60GHz Inductances designed in 65nm CMOS 
 

We focus our design on the key blocs of the front-end. The Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) at 60GHz 
was designed using a differential Colpitts architecture. The obtained VCO present very high power 
efficiency, the rapport between the output power and the DC power is 3.65, which is more than 3 times 
the value presented in the state of the art.   
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Figure 10. High power efficiency 60GHz VCO in 65nm CMOS 
 
A new Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) was designed using two cascade stages and spiral inductances to 
minimize the size and the cost. The gain is 18.7dB and the power consumption is 8.5mW for 1V bias [13]. 
 

                              
 

Figure 11.  65nm CMOS low power LNA 
A dual-gate 60GHz direct up-conversion mixer with active IF balun in 65nm CMOS was also designed 
(Figure 12). A good conversion gain Gc= -4.1dB was measured for a DC power of 23mW [14]. 
 



 
 
 

                      
Figure 12. Up-conversion mixer in 65nm CMOS 

 
 

The use of the 65nm CMOS technology allow us to design low-power, low cost blocs at 60GHz.The next 
step is the complete integration of the very low power millimeter wave front-end which is under 
fabrication. 
To obtain the communicating node of the Wireless Sensor Network (Figure 3), the CMOS transceiver will 
be added by Flip Chip on the flexible substrate (Figure 13). The 60GHz antenna will be designed directly 
on the flexible substrate. The choice of the flexible substrate has to be done very carefully to enable good 
radiation diagram for the antenna at 60GHz. 60GHz transmission lines between the transceiver and 
antenna has to be done. The Flip Chip of the 60GHz transceiver on the flexible substrate is a new way to 
package circuits at 60GHz. The small dimension of the pads, the 60 GHz connections and the low 
temperature process impose new technological methods described in [7]. 
. 

 
Figure 13. Kapton-100HN flexible substrate ready for the Flip Chip report of the 60GHz blocs 

 
 

6. CONCLUSION 

Structure Health Monitoring is a main concern nowadays to build safer, greener aircrafts. The main 
requirements of the wireless communicating nodes are low interferences with passenger equipment and 
between communicating nodes, high reliability, low power and low cost. The capacity of placing these 
nodes on the all aircraft surfaces, including non planar one is a major request. We presented in this paper 
new wireless sensor network architecture, circuits and packaging able to answer the SHM requirements. 
The 60GHz communication will allow high number of nodes in such a small area like the aircraft cabin. 
The design of low power and low cost 60GHz transceiver is enabled by the use of nano-metric CMOS 
technology. The complete integration of the sensor communicating node was done on flexible substrate. 
The achievement of the wireless communicating nodes for SHM is enabled by the use of the 
nanotechnologies in the design of the transceivers, antenna and integration on flexible substrate. 
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